
Our regular focus on equine
health. Vet SIMON STIRK on the
science of training racehorses -
and why it’s so  difficult to answer
that question every owner asks. 

If Only They Could Talk
surely it is easy for a trainer to know if the horse is going to win
on the bridle or finish at the back of the field?
Although undoubtedly the most noble of domesticated animals,
racehorses still have the same basic needs as others. While we
are training them to run as fast and for as long as possible,
their requirements are actually fairly simple and no different
from those of other animals.  
They need to be fed, watered and kept warm and clean in a
healthy environment.  But, in addition, they need to be exer-
cised to a degree appropriate to their age and stage of training. 
You may rightly think that it is not a complicated business to
provide the above requirements, which we call husbandry.  But
the many years I've spent attending a wide range of racing
yards has left me in no doubt that the most common reason for
a trainer not to succeed is a failure to consistently supply these
basic and simple needs.
If horses are kept in poorly ventilated boxes in a dusty environ-
ment, over or underfed, or they are cold,  then no amount of
supplements or magic go-faster substances which are freely
(and invariably expensively) available from the numerous char-
latans who peddle them are going to make a blind bit of differ-
ence to performance.
The next critical factor is the innate ability of the horse and its
suitability to run to the best of its ability over a given distance.
Sadly, we cannot alter the former and this will invariably pro-
vide the most important limiting factor to performance and
therefore the most common reason for disappointment. As
regards suitable trip, genetic input is again the critical factor
but some experimentation over different distances may be
required to find the optimum.
An observant trainer and his staff will recognise signs of well-
being and ill-health and weight monitoring is undoubtedly a
useful aid as horses tend to produce their best performances
when at a similar weight - unlike the human eye, the scales
don't lie.
So, if we get the above right then wouldn't it be great if a test
existed to predict more accurately how the horse is going to
perform?  I will now describe some of the tests that can be
employed to achieve this aim and refer to their limitations.
Blood sampling has long been practised by some trainers with
a view to assessing health and predicting performance. Blood
contains red and white cells. The red cells (erythrocytes) trans-
port oxygen around the body to cells where it lights the fuel
that provides energy,  so a reduction in the number or the size
of these cells (anaemia) is clearly not desirable. 
However, the horse is unique in that around a third of red blood
cells are stored in the spleen and not released into the general
circulation until needed  --  that is,  when the horse is exercised.
Hence, taking a blood sample at rest does not give an indication
as to the number of cells locked away in the spleen and its total
oxygen-carrying capacity.

It is the question that is understandably at the forefront
of an owner's mind on finding that the months of antici-
pation are over and that the expensive dream is about to

venture into the great unknown of the racecourse.  Naturally,
the trainer's view will be sought. 
The amount of information available to the public and demand-
ed from trainers by the media is now massive.  Every day we
read reports of horses not running because they "coughed at
exercise", had a "trickle of blood", "scoped badly", had a "bad
wash" or "his blood was wrong".
So, with the myriad tests that we are able to apply nowadays,
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White blood cells  (leucocytes) are much bigger than red cells
and there are fewer of them. These cells are concerned with the
elimination of infection in the body and there are two main
types: lymphocytes - which produce antibodies and target and
destroy infectious agents (bacteria, viruses),  and neutrophils
which ingest and destroy these unwanted intruders. 
The total white blood cell count and proportions of these indi-
vidual cells may give a clue as to the presence of an infectious
challenge and these figures are invaluable in a disease situa-
tion. 
However, their numbers and proportions are massively affected
by other factors: time since last racing or exercising,  time of
day,  excitement, age of the horse and state of training.  So,
unless samples are taken by the same person, at the same time
of day in a relaxed horse, the results of these cell counts may
be of no value.
We can also measure the levels of marker substances produced
in infections and found in the blood - fibrinogen, SAA, as well as
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the muscle enzymes AST and CPK. These enzymes are produced
in exercise and elevation in their levels may indicate a muscle
injury, low-grade tying-up or failure to recover adequately from
recent exertion or adapting to training.
Serology can be utilised for measuring antibody levels to spe-
cific respiratory viruses, such as influenza but this usually
requires taking two samples, two weeks apart, and so is of lim-
ited use.
Scoping and tracheal washing involve passing a flexible endo-
scope into the windpipe of a horse and examining the fluid
which has been produced in the lungs for the presence of
blood, indicating that the horse has bled from his lungs; or
excessive mucous, indicating infection in his lungs. 
These fluids can be examined via the endoscope or saline solu-
tion can be syringed into the windpipe and then aspirated (a
tracheal wash) and this fluid examined so that individual cells
and their types can be counted.
A high white cell count containing multiple neutrophils would
suggest a respiratory infection, and the presence of red blood
cells indicate that the horse has bled. 
However, once again results can be deceptive: the presence of
small amounts of blood may be normal and imagining that we
can assess the health of the entire respiratory system on the
basis of changes in a tracheal wash can be misleading. 
I will always remember being asked to scope a horse who had
coughed after cantering and finding significant amounts of
mucous in his trachea. Fortunately, the owner insisted on run-
ning in a Listed race the following day  --  and the horse won!
The problem is that we are extrapolating deductions made
about diseased horses to minor variations in horses which are
essentially healthy and then attempting to predict their level of
fitness on this basis. 
But the more we look , the more likely it is that we will find a
perceived abnormality.  And I can assure you that if we were to
assess all these factors on every runner in a particular race,
each horse would have at least one finding which appeared
"abnormal".
So do we decide not to run on this basis?  Never forget that
however many abnormalities are detected in these horses, the
race is yet to be run which does not produce a winner!
In summary, whilst some tests have their place, the consistent-
ly successful trainers are those who apply sound husbandry
and place their horses appropriately.  
Their eyes and experience are the best guides as to perform-
ance, but  no trainer can do better than believe the horse to be
fit and well and therefore likely to run up to its ability.
And, finally, let us remember that racing is a sport, not a sci-
ence, and long may it remain so.
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Endoscope pictures showing (left to right) increasing thickness of mucous in the trachea

MJR vet John Martin scoping a horse


